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Head Animal Caretaker’s Message…Will Pryor
Reflections from the Mountain...
Winter...my time for
reflection...what has been and
perhaps what may come to be.
The wolves at this time actually
eat less, while the ravens, hawks,
and eagles seem to eat more.
Often we catch the birds of prey
inside of wolf enclosures eating
away at the deer meat meant to
be wolf food. Watching the
interactions and behaviors of
these opportunists is way better
than any movie. The younger
wolves enjoy the natural
enrichment activity of trying to
guard their food, yet somehow the
ravens manage to steal 1/3 or
more of the meat.
This will be a year of habitat
enhancement for the Arctic foxes.
We plan to add a moving water
aspect which will require solar
panels, a circulating pump, tons of
rocks, creativity, and labor.

We are also planning a new
observation platform for visitors
and an aerial walkway for wolves
to allow a unique way to permit
animals to move to new areas for
enrichment and mental
stimulation.
This winter during a moderate
thaw we were able to plant
several dozen young, dormant,
Tamarack trees as a soil erosion
protection and beautification
project. It will also result in more
shady spots for our campers.
My thoughts drift back to a time
not so long ago when humans
shared the land and resources
with the four-legged and winged
ones. We did not kill them for
entertainment, revenge, or
hatred. Instead, we gave thanks
and respected them. After all, if
not for the gifts they gave to us,
we as a species would not walk
this earth today. It concerns me
that so many humans have
become disconnected and

disrespectful to the natural world
and our animal brothers and
sisters.
It is my hope that people who visit
Wolf Mountain will allow
themselves to feel the spirit of
the animals who live here and
perhaps ignite something in their
hearts & souls...in the words of
Graham Green, “perhaps it is us
humans that live behind the
fences. Will we grant them [the
wolves] the space to live amongst
us? Or will their howls bid a final
farewell?”
Ah ho! Walk in balance!
Will Pryor
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Nipahwi & Tashina
Tashina continues to do very well for a wolf who turns 12 in a few months!
She is still a spirited wolf who runs and plays with Nipahwi, though her
stamina is definitely not what it used to be! She has dug a full “basement”
under their shared shelter and is often covered in fresh dirt. Guess that is
easier than digging a full den in the hillside.
Nipahwi is still a very active wolf running up and down the fence line
between he and the main pack. Thankfully, the visual boundary fence is
doing its job, so the two packs quickly grow bored with one another and
the territorial guarding ends rather quickly. Nipahwi has been entertained
lately with the offerings provided from the ravens. Our numerous ravens,
hawks, and even a few bald eagles have been raiding deer carcasses from within wolf enclosures. As they fly off with
pieces of hide or chunks of venison, they sometimes will drop parts into Tashina & Nipahwi’s enclosure. Nipahwi quickly
grabs these gifts from the sky and either gobbles them up or plays with them for hours on end.

Dyani, Kitan, Sequoyah, & Tehyah
Being our largest pack means receiving more food, especially in the form
of road kill deer. It took the young pups (now 10 months old) some time
to figure out how to properly eat a full deer. Ripping into a tough deer
hide, getting a mouthful of fur, and navigating past the entrails and
stomach bile is a bit trickier than wolfing down some pre-mashed puppy
vittles. Kitan and Tehyah learned quickly and now are first to arrive when
a deer carcass is delivered.
Tehyah & Kitan absolutely love the entertainment and thrill of chasing
the ravens that feed on left-over deer parts in the enclosure. The two
have been successful on several occasions in snatching a raven and using
it as a tug-of-war toy while the frantic raven comrades look on and
helplessly circle overhead. Sad as it is, the circle of life is not always
pleasant and somehow the ravens never learn to avoid wolves (or else sheer hunger simply takes over).
Parents Dyani & Sequoyah often leave the pups to their own
devices, while at the same time ready to jump in for some
disciplinary action if a pup wanders too far or breaks the rules of
the wolf society. Usually Sequoyah acts as disciplinarian while
Dyani stands back as if to say, “they are your kids—you deal with
them.” After the pups are properly chastened, the entire pack
settles down together as a family for a nap. Already as large as his
dad, Kitan will undoubtedly challenge Sequoyah in the future.
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Okwaho & Sakari
Sakari is definitely our “needy” pup! Even as
a tiny puppy she always seemed to whimper
and whine more than her siblings; now at 10
months old she is the one who is always
howling. Often she is calling for Caretakers to
give her affection and attention, or just
singing to try to get the others to join in with
her chorus. She loves to play with everything,
but deer parts are her favorite—she will
often deliver parts to Caretakers to engage
them in some wolf play.
Okwaho plays games of chase with Sakari as the two run up and down the ramps of
their platform usually trying to run off with a piece of deer fur. He clearly loves Sakari and watches over her carefully
though he does seem to reach a point where quiet time and personal space are required. Even when he growls at Sakari
to back off, you can sense the affection in his demeanor with Sakari and he is soon playing with her again or settling
down by her side for a rest. Okwaho’s health and energy have improved so much since Sakari entered his life—it is such
a blessing to witness the bond these two have together.

Tala & Tamarack
Tala has incredible energy for
an almost 12-year old wolf!
Recently when Caretakers
entered her enclosure to
perform a routine habitat check
and water bucket flush, Tala
greeted them with a very
exuberant play bow and then
proceeded to race around the enclosure with tail wagging, stopping
for only a few seconds at each staff person for a quick ear scratch and
then she was off again running and bowing. Tala is such a lovable wolf
who often acts like a child’s favorite teddy bear!
Tamarack, as our only intact male, is experiencing hormonal changes signifying that the breeding season for wolves has
arrived. Since Tala has long ago been altered to prevent offspring, she is very clearly not interested in Tamarack’s
advances and makes it obvious that Tamarack search elsewhere for amorous activities. Instead, he howls frequently
with the hopes that a female is out there somewhere looking for a handsome mate. Sadly, there are no available wolves
in the wild nearby for Tamarack...
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Cayuga & Seneca
The British Columbian wolf brothers have
settled in nicely in their habitat behind the
gift shop. Visitors shopping are often
surprised when they look up and see a
full-grown wolf or two staring them in the
face! Due to the tint of the window glass,
the wolves cannot see clearly inside, thus
they do not feel as though the humans
inside are a threat. It’s a great vantage
point to really watch wolf behaviors
without the interference of human
distraction.
Although the enclosure is certainly large enough for the two 9-year-old animals, we hope to expand the back side of
their habitat, giving them an additional 50 or so feet of living space. The boys seem to spend a fair amount of time
resting near the back of their enclosure where they can watch the events and activities at the Caretaker’s cabin.

Nakoa and Dancing Turtle
Dancing Turtle will be 12 years old this spring while his dad,
Nakoa, turns 14! Both have outlived the average life expectancy
of wolves in the wild which is only 4-7 years. Being more mature
animals comes with its challenges though—both receive daily
supplements of Osteo-Biflex for older, stiffer joints, though it
does not seem to slow them down when running as the food
truck makes its rounds or when ravens are lurking extremely close
by waiting for the opportunity to steal deer carcass remnants!
Our local DOT has been generous this season with providing road
kill deer for the wolves and Nakoa and Dancing Turtle are
frequent recipients of these special deliveries. The two
will absolutely gorge themselves on venison, then do
nothing but sleep for a day or two as their bellies
slowly process all the nutrition! Wolves’ stomachs are
designed to expand and be over-filled partly to ensure
nutrients in-between successful hunts and partly to be
regurgitated as needed to feed pups.
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Cypress & Tauriel
While Nakoa & Dancing Turtle
allow the ravens to partake in some
of the venison, Cypress & Tauriel
will do no such thing! They
carefully guard the meals and will
frequently drag the entire
(sometimes frozen solid) deer to a
new location in their enclosure to
protect it from scavenging hawks,
ravens, and eagles. Its not unusual
for Caretakers to find a deer 100 feet from where it was deposited initially. Of course, the wolves also seem to enjoy the
sport of chasing the birds away. Tauriel is especially stealthy in crouching down low in the brush watching & waiting,
then leapping out full speed to terrorize some unsuspecting raven who, with luck, will escape just in time. The game will
repeat itself over and over again. Our local ravens have sure provided much stimulation and entertainment for the
wolves this season!

Arctic Foxes
Yukon and Yana will be 11 years old this June—fairly old for a fox!
Though showing signs of slowing down, they are healthy and still get
excited at meal time. They move a bit slower and don’t use their upper
platforms as much but are still agile.
Snowflake, Matu, & Blizzard continue to give Caretakers the cold
shoulder, not being as social during the winter months, perhaps in an
effort to conserve energy. However, during a recent photography
session, all three were very inquisitive as to what was going on and
readily investigated everything new in their environment. We are hoping
to install a solar-operated pump that will circulate water for them.

Coyotes
Kenai is loving all the action around his enclosure! On one side he
watches Seneca & Cayuga as they get into their brotherly squabbles
and play matches, on the other side, he stares for hours at the
young pups chasing ravens and running through their pond, on
another side he waits for Caretakers to approach to give snacks or
ear scratches, and on the fourth side he “eggs on” his siblings’ antics
with yips and barks.
Sitka & Kaliska are the most visible coyotes to the public though
they still tend to hang back unless food is involved. The fourth
sibling, Denahi, is the largest, yet the “softest” when it comes to
physical contact from familiar Caretakers. He will often hold still for
as long as 20 minutes if it includes being pet, rubbed, and scratched.
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Thanks to YOU, we won!
Recently we learned of a local business, Upstate Shredding,
that gives $2000 grants to deserving local non-profits so
naturally we had to throw Wolf Mountain Nature Center’s
name into the running! What we didn’t know at the time was
that many other folks nominated us as well. From a field of 360
nominated organizations, Wolf Mountain was selected as one
of twelve finalists. For the next five days, we reminded
supporters to continue to vote daily for the Center as the top
four vote-getters would each win a $2000 grant! Only 20 minutes after voting ended, we received a phone call notifying
us we had not only won, but that our supporters “were leaders of the pack!”
If you are local , tune in to WBNG TV’s “Around the Tiers” segment at noon on February 25th when Will Pryor (Founder &
Animal Behavioral Specialist) and Pam Mennis (Educator & Animal Caretaker) will gratefully receive the check for the
Center. Plans are to use the money toward installation of a solar run circulating water system for the Arctic foxes and
other habitat improvements!
And a huge THANK YOU to each of you who continue to support the Center and Will’s dream!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Wishes and Wants: As a non-profit we rely heavily on donations. Below are some of the many items
that would help the center. If you can help, please contact us or simply bring the item(s) on your next visit!

Animal Care
Red meats and Chicken (store bought)
Non-latex gloves (lg and XL)
5-gallon buckets w/ handles and lids
Metal Rakes/Shovels
Metal “Pooper-scoopers”
Osteo-Biflex (triple strength with Vit D)
Walleye Scoop Net

Landscaping/Maintenance
Picnic tables & benches
Treated Lumber
Mulch (brown)
Perennial Plants
Leaf Rakes
Garden Tools (small hand-held)

Are you crafty? Would you like to help support the Center?

We
would love to accept your donated homemade crafts to sell in our gift shop! Items
must be of high quality, from a smoke free environment, and have a wolf theme.
Contact us for more info: 607-627-6784
Recent hand creations donated include walking sticks, wood-burned ornaments, hand
painted ornaments, felt wolves, quilts, potholders, and jewelry.

What can YOU create?

Office/Classroom
Postage stamps
Printer paper (all colors)
Cardstock paper (all colors)
Printer ink (hp 902XL/902)
Hand sanitizer
AA batteries
30 or 55-gallon garbage bags
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Winter with the Wolves

Held the second Sunday of December, our annual Winter with the Wolves
was loads of fun for animals and humans alike. An absolutely gorgeous
sunny day with several inches of fresh snow transformed the mountain
into a winter wonderland! Critters thoroughly enjoyed ripping into their
gifts to reveal the delicious treats within, while visitors giggled in delight
as the animals put on a show. Some lucky visitors were able to experience
being pulled on a sled with a real sled dog team thanks to Dale & Mary
Pitcher’s willingness to bring their incredible huskies to the Center! Even
the mean ole Grinch seemed to have fun!
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Have you ever wondered what it is like to be an Animal Caretaker at Wolf Mountain?
Are you curious as to the daily operations at a wildlife preserve?
Considering a career working with wildlife?
Then this program is for you! Register to be a “Caretaker-for-a-Day” for a behind the scenes experience
working one on one with Caretakers on various operational duties such as preparing food for the wolves,
feeding & watering the animals, enclosure inspections & fox cleanups, maintenance jobs, and animal
behavioral observations/documentations.
Throughout the day learn about general animal care & public safety, role of predators in the wild, human &
predator interactions, the future of coexistence between species, and the rewards/challenges of managing
a wildlife preserve.

Additional Info:
• Participants must be at least 16 years old, be in decent
physical shape, & be able to walk over rough terrain,
lift/carry 25 pounds, and bend down. A Release of
Liability form will need to be signed (by a parent for
those under 18).
• $75 fee includes program, lunch, and a t-shirt
• Must be able to understand & follow directions
• Held on Thursdays May 21 - August 27 (choose one date)
from 9am to 3 pm
• Limit of two persons per Thursday
• Call Center at 607-627-6784 for availability & to register
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Open Hours and Admission Rates
Sundays
Regular Season
September 1 – June 30
(closed in January)

Summer Season
July 1 – August 31

Admission

Open 12 – 4 pm
Various animal
enrichment programs;
Self or Guided Tours at
12:30 and 2:00 pm
Open 12 – 4 pm
Various animal
enrichment programs;
Self or Guided Tours at
12:30 and 2:00 pm
Children 5 & under
Free
Folks 6 & up
$8.00

*Last admission is 30 minutes prior to closing time.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fridays

Saturdays

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open 12 – 3 pm
Various animal enrichment
programs;
Self-Guided Tours
Children 5 & under Free
Folks 6 & up
$8.00

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Open 11 am – 3 pm
Various animal enrichment
programs;
Self-Guided Tours
Howl Program at 11:40 am

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Children 5 & under Free
Folks 6 & up
$8.00

2020 Special Programs
Wolf Communication Programs

(Howl Night)
Learn the variety of methods used by
wolves to communicate including scent
marking, body language, and
vocalizations. Understand why wolves
howl and the distinct types of
messages behind each howl. We finish
with a pack howl!

April 4 6pm – dark
May 9 6pm – dark
June 6 7pm - dark
All Howl Programs are held on
Saturday evenings and include tours of
all wolf & coyote exhibits.
(Please note that our Arctic Fox
exhibits are closed during this
program.) This is a group
tour/lecture—visitors are expected to
remain with the group at all times.
Admission is $8.00 per person
(5 and under are free)

Animal Birthday Celebrations
Sundays in April & May
Wolves, coyotes, and arctic foxes are all
born in the spring; its nature’s way of
giving the young ones time to mature
and learn how to hunt and seek shelter
before the cold, harsh winter roles in.
Beginning in April and continuing
through the first weekend in June,
Caretakers have a mini “party” for each
group of animals to recognize their
special day. The animals receive special
canid-safe cakes and gifts. Animal party
dates will be as follows:
Apr 5

Cypress & Tauriel
Cayuga & Seneca
Apr 19 Coyotes
Apr 26 Tala & Tamarack
Nipahwi & Tashina
May 3 Dyani, Kitan, Sequoyah, Tehyah
May 17 Okwaho & Sakari
Dancing Turtle & Nakoa
Jun 7 Arctic Foxes

Upcoming Events
Visit our website as specific events
approach for more details and for additional
special events and programs. All Special
Events include tours of Gray wolf, Eastern
coyote, & Arctic fox exhibits.

Coming in 2020!
Wolf Photography
(requires pre-registration; $75
fee; limit of ten persons per
session)
Begins with a 30-minute classroom
presentation followed by a 10-minute
easy hike to the photography platform
situated above fence lines where
participants will have up to two hours
to take pictures of the wolves.

February 8 9am-11am
March 7 9am – 11am

Arctic Fox Photography
(requires pre-registration; $50
fee; limit of four persons over
16 yrs. old per session)

No reservations needed!

Begins with a 30-minute classroom
presentation followed by a 45-minute
visit at our fox enclosures where
participants can photograph the foxes.
Every Sunday in February & March

